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Memorandum 
From the office of 

Chairman Bob Stump 
Arizona Corporation Commission 

1200 W. WASHINGTON 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 

(602) 542-3935 
FAX: (602) 542-0752 

TO: Docket Control 

DATE: July 18,201 3 

FROM: Trisha Morgan, Executive Aide 

SUBJECT: Comment Letters 
Arizona Public Service Company E-0 1345A-13-0248 

Chairman Stump’s office has received 185 significantly identical computer generated email 
communications regarding net metering, Attached is a sample of the email received. 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

flakyfriends2=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of John W. <flakyfriends2@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:52 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

John W. Forrester 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

artcjt=msn.com@mailgun.org on behalf of arvid <artcjt@msn.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:51 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

arvid Thompson 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dkelly~58=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Doreen <dkelly-58@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:49 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those of us on fixed incomes. We know 
that solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever 
they need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering 
policy requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans and 
retirees to subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and 
want it to be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering 
reforms that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Doreen Kelly 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nevp2=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Marilyn <nevp2@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:49 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Marilyn Ong 
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1 Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cnjgolden=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Cody <cnjgolden@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:34 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Cody Golden 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hpul966=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of William < hpul966@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:36 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

William Small 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jerry.micko=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of jerry <jerry.micko@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don't pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers' excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That's why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

jerry micko 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gamichael=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of GARY <gamichael@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. For every $3 they send to the grid they get credit 
for $16. With this they get a tax deduction from the Fed’s and most States. 
When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. The current net metering policy requires us to pay five 
times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

GARY MICHAEL 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gmbunte=hotmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Bunte <gmbunte@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:19 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Bunte Gertraud 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lannybrent=juno.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Lanny <lannybrent@juno.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:20 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Lanny Brent 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump- We b 
Subject: 

clsd3839=gmail.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Connie <clsd3839@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:20 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Connie Brodland 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

michaellambdin=aol.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Michael 
< michaellambdin@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:21 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Michael Lambdin 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

carolandwayne=msn.corn@maitgun.org on behalf of Carolyn 
< carolandwayne@msn.com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:22 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to  
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Carolyn West 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kenbeford=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of George < kenbeford@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:23 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

George Bradford 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

john292=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of JOHN <john292@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:30 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

JOHN VOLD 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jukealing=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Julius <jukealing@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:32 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Com m issioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Julius Lingenfelder 
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~~~~ ~~ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

apl954gb=q.c0m@rnailgun.org on behalf of Alicia <apl954gb@Q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:38 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Alicia Butler 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

helenmwf=cfaith.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Helen < helenmwf@cfaith.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:41 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Helen Finelli 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

t.kloenne=klontech.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Tim <t.kloenne@klontech.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:39 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Tim Kloenne 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lhines=fswaz.corn@maiIgun.org on behalf of Larry <Ihines@fswaz.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 7:08 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Larry H 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hcandc=q.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Harry < hcandc@q.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 7:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don‘t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to  all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Harry Caseldine 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

alsyub2159=hotmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Albert <alsyub2159 
@ hotmail.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 7:54 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform - their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Albert Buys 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

revrme=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Ruth crevrme@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:36 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Ruth Emanuel 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Halewolf=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Harold < Halewolf@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Harold Hein 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~~~ ~~~ ~ 

Soakimi Inukihaangana <zimaines@icloud.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:51 PM 
Bittersmith-Web; RBurns-Web; Burns-Web; Pierce-Web; Stump-Web 
Protect Net Metering and Jobs 

Dear Corporation Commissioner, 

I am an Arizona voter and utility customer and I am writing to urge you to protect net-metering. 

Net metering ensures that solar customers like me receive fair credit for the valuable clean power we deliver to the grid 
for others to use during the day. It is one of the most important policy tools the Commission has for empowering homes, 
businesses, schools and public agencies to  go solar, and to drive the growth of a successful Arizona industry. 

Utilities in the state want Arizona to change i ts successful net metering program and I am highly concerned that this 
could result in not properly compensating customers for their valuable energy investments. 

Home and business owners spend their own money to install systems that provide many benefits to the grid and other 
ratepayers. Net-metering also allows utility customers to make their own choices about where they get their electricity, 
what type of electricity they want and how much they’re willing to pay for it. 

I urge you to protect net metering. 

Sent from my iPad 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Eynon> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:34 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers‘ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Eynon Hughes 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

najera=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of pedro <najera@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

pedro najera 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

~ Subject: 

najera=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of pedro <najera@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

pedro najera 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner, 

jwhebnes= msn.com@ mailgun.org on behalf of fran <jwhebnes@ rnsn.com > 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:50 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

~ 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

fra n hebnes 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bonniez=wbhsi.net@mailgun.org on behalf of BONNIE < bonniez@wbhsi.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 10:53 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

BONNIE ZENlL 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wtokoph= hotmail.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Wayne <wtokoph@hotmail.com> 
Thursday, July 11,2013 9:59 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wayne Tokoph 
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Trisha A. Morgan / 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

najera=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of p <najera@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:50 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

p najera 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

larry.blomquist=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Larry <larry.blomquist@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:35 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don‘t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Larry Blomquist 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

theneals=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Betty <theneals@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:16 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Betty Neal 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

azjen=npgcable.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Jennifer <azjen@npgcable.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jennifer LaBonte’ 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts 
Friday, July 12, 2013 12:53 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

rikipere=aol.corn@rnaiIgun.org on behalf of John crikipere@aol.corn> 
Friday, July 12, 2013 12:59 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

John Williams 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dougielder= hotmaiI.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of ina <dougielder@hotmail.com> 
Friday, July 12, 2013 4:30 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

ina smith 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

douglasnewcombe=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Douglas 
<douglasnewcombe@yahoo.com> 
Friday, July 12, 2013 5:16 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Douglas Newcombe 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rtowner=roadrunner.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Robert 
c rtowner@roadrunner.com > 
Friday, July 12, 2013 5:21 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Robert Towner 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cropptd=msn.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Thomas <cropptd@msn.com> 
Friday, July 12, 2013 5:49 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Thomas Cropp 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

saf=esedona.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Greg <saf@esedona.net> 
Friday, July 12, 2013 7:32 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Greg Zucco 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Edward Seiler ~edwardseiler33@icloud.com~ 
Friday, July 12, 2013 8:11 AM 
Stump- Web 
very complicated 

Greetings from Tempe. I want to give my opinion about the renewable energy mandate which I see as stealing 
tax-payer dollars and a 100% "feel good" fraud. 

Your forms are very complicated and I have no idea how to send my opinion to every body on one form. You 
also ask for numbers and such and why is this all so complicated? 

Thank you. 

Edward Seiler 
edwardseiler33@icloud.com 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Edward Seiler ~edwardseiler33@icloud.com~ 
Friday, July 12, 2013 8:18 AM 
Stump-Web 
renewable energy is a fraud 

The renewable energy mandate is a 100% fraud. Solar power is of no use during peak (dark) hours in winter; in 
summer I subsidize them as soon as the sun goes down. 

Plus at Holdeman Elementary school in Tempe, an unbelievable amount of steel was used (at Ariz. State Univ 
too) and great amounts of silver to build these panels. How is that good for the environment when countless 
tons of steel and silver are used? 

Natural gas is very clean and is the future. Burn natural gas to save the environment. 

Audubon Society says the highly intermittent wind energy kills 1,000,000 (yes one MILLION) birds each year 
world-wide. Plus wind-mills take countless tons of steel and copper, which must be mined. 

Eliminate all subsidies for renewable energy and charge solar uses much money extra, for I do not want to 
subsidize them. 

Edward Seiler 
edwardseiler3 3 @,icloud.com 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rwilson69=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Raymond <rwilson69@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:21 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Raymond Wilson 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bccranny=aol.corn@rnaiIgun.org on behalf of Robert < bccranny@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:15 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Robert Cra nfi I I 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

arrowtree50=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of EDWARD <arrowtree50 
@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:54 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

EDWARD COOPER 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

stall3lc=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of frederick <stall3lc@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:44 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

frederick case 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

josephfarrow= hotmaiI.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Joseph 
<josephfarrow@ hotmail.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:40 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Joseph Farrow 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 540 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:40 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Com m issione r, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

g.heiseycpa=comcast.net@mailgun.org on behalf of GREGORY 
<g.heiseycpa@comcast.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:31 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

GREGORY HEISEY 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

skidadsr=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Kenneth <skidadsr@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:19 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Kenneth Novcaski 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

knboyd=msn.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of kenneth <knboyd@msn.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

ken net h boyd 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Samuel> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 5:16 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Samuel johnstun 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <"Jean andGary"> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:52 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

Although we recognize that your task of keeping rates in line and affordable for, we expect you to recognize that we 
support UNSUBSIDIZED solar power in all respects - individuals and solar companies. 

Thus we agree with the following: 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don't pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers' excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That's why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Do the right thing for all power consumers. 

Thank you 

Jean and Gary Hansen 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wilmaeulberg=hotmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Wilma 
<wilmaeulberg@hotmaiI.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:13 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

I Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wilma Eulberg 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

I From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hdmahoski=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Hank < hdmahoski@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:04 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

I 
Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Hank Mahoski 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gmar54=r0adrunner.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Gary <gmar54@roadrunner.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:OO PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

I 
I Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Gary Girard 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

burkehill=q.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Burke < burkehill@q.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Burke Hill 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bbrownl23=frontier.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Bob < bbrownl23@frontier.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:22 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Bob Brown 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

Iklindenberg=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Larry <Iklindenberg@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:03 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering, makes sense and is working and I support it. 

Sincere I y, 

Larry Lindenberg 

Larry Lindenberg 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

west020201=msn.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Cheryl A. ~west020201@msn.com~ 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:59 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Cheryl A. West 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

donna=lotempio.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Donna <donna@lotempio.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:51 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Donna Lotempio 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gdcbiker=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Garland <gdcbiker@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:31 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

, Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Garland Cox 
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Trisha A. Morgan 
I 

I From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gdufoe=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Gene <gdufoe@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:27 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Gene Dufoe 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lyonking=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Donald <lyonking@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:25 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

~ Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Donald Lyon 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 

jenningspl6=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Paul <jenningspl6@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:22 PM 

I Subject: Corporate welfare has to stop 

I 
I Dear Commissioner, 

I The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Paul Jennings 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ipierceheaney=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Linda 
< Ipierceheaney@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:19 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Linda Pierce-Heaney 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

fredlogan=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Fred <fredlogan@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:13 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Fred Logan 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lindaadair=ymail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Linda <lindaadair@ymail.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:lO PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Linda Adair 
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1 Trisha A. Morgan 

1 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: I 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <"Steve &Morrisa"> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:41 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don't pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers' excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That's why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Steve & Morrisa Heintz 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lphalb2000=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Larry <lphalb2000@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:55 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Larry Hardesty 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

vcmgfm=aol.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Vicky <vcmgfm@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:55 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Vicky Miller 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

I @gmail.com> 

I To: Stu m p-We b 

From: pepperjack2012=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of john <pepperjack2012 

~ Sent: Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:56 PM 

Subject: Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

john schoeneman 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

billo50=q,com@mailgun.org on behalf of William < billo50@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:OO PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Comm issione r, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

William McAdams 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rochoal6=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of ralph <rochoal6@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:Ol PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

ralph ochoa 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

resmickOl=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Robert <resmickOl@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Robert Smick 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mer759e4bvrhv=live.com@mailgun.org on behalf of merlene 
< mer759e4bvrhv@live.com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:06 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to  
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

merlene crisler 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dickandanita=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Richard <dickandanita@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:12 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers‘ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Richard Edmands 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rick3s=yahoo.com@maiIgun.org on behalf of Rick <rick3s@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 3:13 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Rick Schuster 
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, Trisha A. Morgan 
I 

I 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

PAPIARIZONA2012=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of DAVID <PAPIARIZONAZOlZ 
@YAHOO.COM > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:33 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

DAVID SIMMONS 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 
I 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rbgoption=yahoo.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of 6. <rbgoption@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:30 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

6. Gulino 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jajoneslOl=outlook.com@mailgun.org on behalf of John <jajoneslOl@outlook.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:29 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

John Jones 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rich=seenewhouse.corn@maiIgun.org on behalf of Rich <rich@seenewhouse.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:26 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Rich Newhouse 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

clsd3839=gmail.c0m@rnailgun.org on behalf of Ray L <clsd3839@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:25 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Ray L Brodland 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

secor86305=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Paul <secor86305@cableone.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:20 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Paul Secor 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mernagreen29=gmail.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Sharon <memagreen29 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:19 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Sharon Forrester 
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1 Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

funnsun.laplume=gmaiI.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Claire 
<funnsun.laplume@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:16 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Claire laplume 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

azmarcums=msn.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Paul <azmarcums@msn.comn> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:16 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Paul Marcum 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jmazzucl=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of John <jmazzucl@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 2:15 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Com missio ner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

John Mazzucotelli 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Claire> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:14 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Claire 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jim-bwllc=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of James <jim-bwllc@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:14 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

I have read and agree with the following. Please use common sense on this issue. 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

James Wichterman 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Claire> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:13 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Claire 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

davycyn2=msn.c0m@maiIgun.org on behalf of David <davycyn2@msn.com> 
Thursday, July 11, 2013 6:37 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 
David Cardenas Sr. 

David Cardenas 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dwerixon=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of David <dwerixon@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 950 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

David Erickson 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wtw36=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of William <wtw36@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:43 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wi I I ia m West broo k 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 

Subject: 

wtw36=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of William <wtw36@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:43 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 
I To: Stump-Web 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

William Westbrook 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

waynabird=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Wayna <waynabird@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:32 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wayna Fraser 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

richardzekman=yahoo.cornC$rnailgun.org on behalf of Richard 
< richardzekman@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:31 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Richard Zekman 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ed4boatn=yaho0.c0m@maiIgun.org on behalf of Edward <ed4boatn@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:27 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Edward McGaugh 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: italianstallion=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of James <italianstallion@cox.net> 
I 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:23 AM 

seniors and those on fixed incomes. We knov 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularl\ that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jim Modena 

James Modena 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

castaway.jerry=gmail.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Gerald 
<castaway.jerry@gmaiI.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:19 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Gerald Kenny 
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Trisha A. Morgan 
I 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dparks=legaltypedocuments.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Debbie 
< dparks@legaltypedocuments.com > 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:59 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Debbie Parks 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hbooI=cox.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of elizabeth I. < hbool@cox.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:54 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

elizabeth 1. boo1 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

glehman4=bullerinetworks.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Gary <glehman4 
@Bullerinetworks.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:53 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Gary Lehman 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

~~ ~~ ___ 

gardenscottl=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Scott <gardenscottl@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:50 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform - their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Scott Stewart 
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Trisha A. Moraan 
~~~ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

jwhautman=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Jan <jwhautman@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:48 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jan Hautman 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

allbtruckin=aol.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Mr & Mrs John A 
<allbtruckin@aol.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:48 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Mr & Mrs John A Briggs 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

I 

I judy-mackin=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Judy <judy-mackin@yahoo.com> 
I Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:31 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Judy Mackin 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jonhaupt=gmaiI.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Jon <jonhaupt@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:58 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jon Haupt 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

rlgll26=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Robert <rlgll26@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:58 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Robert Gill 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jbmcgarvey= hotmaiI.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of James 
<jbmcgarvey@hotmail.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:58 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

James McGarvey Jr. 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dandlstreet=q.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Leonard <dandlstreet@q.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:55 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Leonard Street 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mmadams=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of MARY <mmadams@cableone.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:52 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

MARY ADAMS 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

grizz=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of KENNE 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:51 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

H <grizz@cableone.net> 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

KENNETH ADAMS 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rnegilll31=yahoo.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Mary <megilll31@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:46 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform - their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Mary Gill 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dennieprice=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dennie <dennieprice@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:45 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dennie Price 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Kermit> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:38 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Kermit Wehrle 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

joymosIey=q.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Joy <joymosley@q.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:38 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. Thank you for considering reducing 
the the price utilities pay for the excess solar energy. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Joy Mosley 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

carefreedentons=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Michael 
< carefreedentons@cox.net > 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:35 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Michael Denton 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dengler7=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Danny <dengler7@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:27 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Danny Engler 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

truchan47=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Bill <truchan47@gmail.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:20 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Bill Truchan 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

klyhutch=npgcable.corn@maiIgun.org on behalf of Kay < klyhutch@npgcable.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:16 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Kay Hutchinson 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

jasO963=q.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Delbert <jas0963@q.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:lO AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

I 

1 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Delbert Schreiber 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

b.goeiz=yahoo.corn@maiIgun.org on behalf of robert < b.goelz@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 6:55 AM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

robert goelz 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

moshiertb=yahoo.corn@maitgun.org on behalf of thomas an beverly 
< moshiertb@yahoo.com> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 6:28 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. The greenies want everyone else to pay for the power they use because the 
cost of solar an wind power is not viable. 

Thank you. 

thomas an beverly moshier 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dlorant=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dorothy <dlorant@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 6:19 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dorothy Lorant 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

apal=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Frank <apal@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 3:58 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Frank Palita 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

thompson31=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of john <thompson31@cox.net> 
Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:13 AM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

john thompson 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 
~ 

I 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tong uyen448= g mail.com@ mailg u n.org on behalf of Toa n <tong uyen448@g mail.com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:48 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Toan Nguyen 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

dsbruner85=q.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Sandra <dsbruner85@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:46 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Sandra Bruner 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 

I To: 
I 
I Subject: 

sallyscott=frontiernet.net@mailgun.org on behalf of larry <sallyscott@frontiernet.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:47 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

I The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 

need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

I solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

larry Scott 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dsbruner85=q.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Sandra <dsbruner85@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Sandra Bruner 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 

From: sallyscott=frontiernet.net@mailgun.org on behalf of renea <sallyscott@frontiernet.net> 
I Sent: Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:46 PM 
I To: Stump-Web 
I Subject: Corporate welfare has to stop 

~ Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

renea Scott 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sallyscott=frontiernet.net@mailgun.org on behalf of sally <sallyscott@frontiernet.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:46 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

sally Scott 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sallyscott=frontiernet.net@mailgun.org on behalf of gary <sallyscott@frontiernet.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:45 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

gary Scott 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner, 

~ ~~ ~ ~ 

dsbruner85=q.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Sandra <dsbruner85@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 11:43 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Sandra Bruner 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mbocco97=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Michael ~mbocco97@cox.net~ 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 10:48 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to  all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Michael Boccasini 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

virgmcran=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Virginia <virgmcran@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 10:27 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Virginia CranfiII 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paysonchico85=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Ronald <paysonchic085 
@yahoo.com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 10:02 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Ronald Sutherlin 
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~ Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rmb2323=juno.c0m@rnaiIgun.org on behalf of Robert <rmb2323@juno.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 10:02 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Robert Blue 
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: Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gotagto=hotmail.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of Fred <gotagto@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:57 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes like me. I can’t 
afford solar for my house, and I can’t afford to subsidize people who can buy solar. It is really upsetting when I conserve 
power and my rates go up. We know that solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid 
to ensure they have power whenever they need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. 
Furthermore, the current net metering policy requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess 
power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. Question: If I elect to use green power why dol have to pay more for it? 

Thank you. 
Fred Spinler 

Fred Spinier 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

martinezepm=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Enrique 
< mart inezepm@g mai I.com > 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:40 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Enrique Martinez 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

gilbert.ellis=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Gilbert <gilbert.ellis@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:33 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Gilbert Ellis 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dlkeiper=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of David <dlkeiper@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:30 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

I The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 

need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

I solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

David Keiper 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

muddoblx2=aol.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Lawrence ~muddoblx2@aol.com~ 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:27 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Lawrence Scott 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

vwpassatkeenan=yahoo.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of kenneth 
awpassatkeenanoya hoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:27 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to  all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

kenneth keenan 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 

Subject: 

zahcl=q.corn@maiIgun.org on behalf of Charles <zahcl@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:25 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 
I To: Stump-Web 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Charles stringham 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lavarc9= hotmail.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of LaVar <lavarc9@hotmaiLcom> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:23 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

LaVar Clegfg 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

huggersneckwrap=aol.corn@rnailgun.org on behalf of dorothy 
< huggersneckwrap@aol.com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:22 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

dorothy keefe 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 

Subject: 
I To: 

masteph=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Mark <masteph@cox.net, 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:21 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

~ Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Mark Stephenson 
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Trisha A. Moruan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

charles.rudolph=ymaiI.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Charles 
<charles.rudolph@ymail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:14 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Charles Rudolph 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

richandbet=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Richard <richandbet@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:05 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Richard Lewis 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mln427=h0tmail.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Mary <mln427@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 9:00 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Mary Neumann 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

pierceseat=aol.corn@maitgun.org on behalf of Beverly <pierceseat@aol.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:51 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Beverly Hayden 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

PEGASUSTWO=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of GERALD 
< PEGASUSTWO@COX.N ET> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:49 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. My wife and I Do Not want to subsidize 
some one else’s choice to use solar. Net metering policy should be changed accordingly !!! 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

GERALD FEINBERG 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

mike.williams=aztore.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Michael AND Barbara 
< mike.williams@aztore.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:42 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Michael AND Barbara Williams 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

desertuke=icIoud.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Raymond <desertuke@icloud.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:40 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Raymond Badynskyj 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dpirolo=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dino & Joan <dpirolo@cableone.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:29 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dino &Joan Pirolo 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sischkaf=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Kathleen <sischkaf@cableone.net> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:23 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Kathleen Sischka 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

czwissler= hotmaiI.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Chet <czwissler@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:22 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

I Dear Commissioner, 
1 

I 

I 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Chet Zwissler 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jamnjonl=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Jay <jamnjonl@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:03 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is not hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes, APS is! We 
know that solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power 
whenever they need it. They do pay for that service, the rates we pay go up due to APS asking for more profits. 
Furthermore, the current APS policy is just asking for higher profits from everybody 

I know solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line will be hurt, so will the economy, and 
environment. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to subsidize APS is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar 
power and want it to be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers, change the way 
APS and SRP is allowed to increase rates and gain huge profits. Please leave net metering as it is as that will ensure fair 
rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jay Bodam 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jlschrnidt35=q.c0m@mailgun.org on behalf of Jean <jlschmidt35@q.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 8:03 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Jean Schmidt 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <Kristina> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:55 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for al l  customers. 

Thank you. 

Kristina Wells 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dmpm=cableone.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dale <dmpm@cableone.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 755 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dale Montgomery 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paulverlee=msn.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Paul <paulverlee@msn.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:52 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Paul Thies 
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I Trisha A. Morgan 
, 
I 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wawright4=yahoo.com@mailgun.org on behalf of SANDRA <wawright4@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:50 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

SANDRA WRIGHT 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner, 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts < DARRELL> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:42 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

DARRELL DODD 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

walt.rae=cox.net@maiIgun.org on behalf of Rachel <walt.rae@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:25 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

I support solar and know customers with solar should be compensated for the excess energy they produce. However, 
those who can't afford solar shouldn't be required to subsidize those who can through forcing utilities to  pay unfair 
prices for excess electricity by solar and then passing the cost onto those who don't have solar. The net metering system 
needs to be fixed so it's fair for all customers. 
Thank you 
Mrs. Rachel Bradshaw 

Rachel Bradshaw 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mullenjam=hotmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of John <mullenjam@hotmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:23 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

, Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

John Mullen 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

patdenl=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Pat <patdenl@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

I Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Pat Feagles 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

patden=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dennis < patden@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dennis Feagles 
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Trisha A. Moraan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

patde=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Dennis <patde@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:18 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Dennis Feagles 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Iwkinnel=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of Wayne & Liana <lwkinnel 
@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:15 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wayne & Liana Kinne 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

None@mailgun.org on behalf of Arizona Solar Facts <“Wayne &Liana”> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 735 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop I 

I 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Wayne & Liana 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

twofishaz=rnsn.corn@mailgun.org on behalf of Burton S <twofishaz@msn.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:08 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Burton S Fisher 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

lape.oz=cox.net@mailgun.org on behalf of Larry <lape.oz@cox.net> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 7:Ol PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is seriously hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We 
know that solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power 
whenever they need it. When they DON’T pay for that service, the rates WE pay go up. Furthermore, the current net 
metering policy requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We fully know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans 
to subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is  the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it 
to be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates MUST BE FAIR to all customers. Please support net metering 
reforms that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

SEMPER FIDELIS, 

Larry Osborn 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

do n-g erha rd = msn .com @ ma i I g u n .org on be ha If of Don < do n-g erh a rd @ msn .com > 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 6:52 PM 
Stump-Web 
Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they st i l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Don Gerhard 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 
Subject: 

jhumberaz=gmail.com@mailgun.org on behalf of jody <jhumberaz@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 6:50 PM 

Corporate welfare has to stop 

Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

jody humber 
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Trisha A. Morgan 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Stump-Web 

dbarnard=ieee.0rg@maiIgun.org on behalf of DAVID <dbarnard@ieee.org> 
Wednesday, July 17,2013 6:47 PM 

I Subject: Corporate welfare has to stop 

~ Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

DAVID BARNARD 
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Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

James Houdek 
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Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

JoAnna Wakefield 
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Dear Com m issioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they sti l l  rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That’s why rates must be fair to all customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Daune Burdick 
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Dear Commissioner, 

The current net metering system is hurting Arizonans, particularly seniors and those on fixed incomes. We know that 
solar customers create their own energy, but they still rely on the energy grid to ensure they have power whenever they 
need it. When they don’t pay for that service, the rates we pay go up. Furthermore, the current net metering policy 
requires us to pay five times the market value for solar customers’ excess power. 

We know why solar companies are against net metering reform -their bottom line. Forcing hardworking Arizonans to 
subsidize out-of-state solar corporations is the worst kind of corporate welfare. We support solar power and want it to 
be sustainable in the long term. That‘s why rates must be fair to al l  customers. Please support net metering reforms 
that will ensure fair rates for all customers. 

Thank you. 

Bob & Carolyn Voris 
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